
InIn--House Medical Treatments for House Medical Treatments for 
a New Health Care Systema New Health Care System

When at home and receiving an inWhen at home and receiving an in--house medical house medical 
treatment, there are times when you unintentionally treatment, there are times when you unintentionally 
neglect or forget treatment.neglect or forget treatment.

There is no way to find out when it will happen, so this There is no way to find out when it will happen, so this 
could make your family, or yourself worried.could make your family, or yourself worried.

To go to the hospital just for something small could be a To go to the hospital just for something small could be a 
burden for time and for cost on the patient.burden for time and for cost on the patient.

With this system, for patients or the elderly receiving inWith this system, for patients or the elderly receiving in--
house treatments while living by themselves can use IPv6 house treatments while living by themselves can use IPv6 
to connect to a hospital, manage their treatments, and can to connect to a hospital, manage their treatments, and can 
ask for help at any time.ask for help at any time.



The hospital can check on the patient when they check blood The hospital can check on the patient when they check blood 
pressures and weights, with a sensor on a pill case, the hospitapressures and weights, with a sensor on a pill case, the hospital l 
can check if the patient forgot about taking the medicine.can check if the patient forgot about taking the medicine.

On a cellular phone, there could be a function where the patientOn a cellular phone, there could be a function where the patient
could call a nurse, and when they leave the house for whatever could call a nurse, and when they leave the house for whatever 
reason, they could get held with a push of a button.  When they reason, they could get held with a push of a button.  When they 
require help from a ambulance, they could quickly gather require help from a ambulance, they could quickly gather 
information about the patient from the hospital that they are information about the patient from the hospital that they are 
being treated at.being treated at.

Through a television screen, they could get direct information Through a television screen, they could get direct information 
about their treatment from a doctor in that field, and if they aabout their treatment from a doctor in that field, and if they ask a sk a 
question or want their current health status from the hospital tquestion or want their current health status from the hospital the he 
patient could get a reply back within 24 hours.patient could get a reply back within 24 hours.

There could be a recipe on what sort of meal the patient should There could be a recipe on what sort of meal the patient should 
eat, and also by reporting what the patient ate during the day teat, and also by reporting what the patient ate during the day the he 
hospital could warn them if there was something they should not hospital could warn them if there was something they should not 
have ate.have ate.


